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CoTrim is a well-established conversion company, 
driven by the highest standards of service and quality; 
established for over 23 years, and a market leader in 
crew van, wheelchair access and minibus conversions.  

• Established client base  
• High repeat business ratio  
• Experienced and responsive  
•  Very low staff turnover  
• Renault Vans UK Accredited Converter 
• Renault Destination Code 011017 
• Secure vehicle compound with CCTV  
• Conversions compliant with Whole Vehicle Type 
 Approval Legislation. 

Our Standards
The products we install are rigorously tested, certified and fully 
compliant with stringent EC safety standards for Whole Vehicle 
Type Approval. 
This ensures all vehicles are ‘Safe to use on the road and have a 
lower impact on the Environment.’

 Working closely with the VCA, (Vehicle Certification Agency) 
CoTrim has been granted Conformity of Production, backed up by 
a UKAS approved ISO9001 quality management system. 

Our Vision
To remain at the forefront of the vehicle conversion industry 
through ongoing growth and investment, and a commitment to 
solving challenges and needs of our customers.

Our Mission
To consistently provide the highest levels of quality and support, 
by an in-depth understanding of the needs of our customers, and 
the ways in which we can provide solutions to those needs.

Our Commitment
Proven commitment to finding cost-effective 
and innovative solutions.

Consistent and unbroken accreditation to relevant 
ISO Quality Standards.

Long-standing track record of confidentiality, trust 
and core values.

In-depth understanding and knowledge of vehicle 
conversions and associated products.

Ongoing policy of acquisition of new equipment 

Our Range of Conversions:
• Crew vans 
• Mess vans 
• Minibuses 
• Wheelchair Accessible vehicles 
• Specialist vehicles 
• Leather upholstery 
• Accessories including bulkheads, roof racks, 
 luggage racks, steps, windows, storage  
 systems, load ramps and lifts

Our Warranty:
All CoTrim conversions are covered by our 
comprehensive three year/100,000 mile warranty

maintains our unmatched capabilities in the field.

Pro-active and responsive to H&S issues, minimising 
our impact on the environment.

Our Values
Clear and straightforward in our communications. Trustworthy 
and accurate in our dealings. Flexible and open-minded in our 
approach. 
Committed to seeing your project through. Progressive, seeking 
new challenges. Supportive and helpful in achieving your 
objectives.

Contact us on:

T. 01722 324 524 
F. 01722 343 888 
sales@cotrim.co.uk 
www.cotrim.co.uk

Celebrating over 20 years

Welcome to CoTrim 
Your Safety & Comfort is our priority

Van Conversion Centre
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Duovan 
Renault Master
5-7 seat crew van



Optional fully lined cargo areaDuoliner Classic Comfortline seats

The tailor-made multi purpose 
vehicle for work and leisure

Design
By adding in a second row of up to three single 
removable seats this excellent concept, the CoTrim 
Duoliner, offers considerable benefits to the van 
operator, providing safe comfortable transport 
for up to six people including the driver.  While it 
offers a safe, comfortable environment, it’s the 
Duoliner’s flexibility that sets it apart. If required the 
extra passenger seating can be moved or removed 
completely to create a full size cargo area. 

Alternatively, the optional Space-saver seats as 
illustrated come standard with folding seat bases. 
These are designed to be tipped up when not in 
use, allowing the seats to be moved forwards to 
create additional floor space. This saves the operator 
having to remove seats from the vehicle, thereby 
saving time. 
A range of optional accessories are available as listed 
to enable you to put together a specification to suit 
your requirements.

Safety 
The extra seating has been carefully designed 
and tested to comply with EU Whole Vehicle Type 
Approval safety standards giving peace of mind to 
the operator and passengers. 

Comfort  
These high back seats, with contoured foam and 
deep seat cushions, provide a high level of passenger 
comfort. They are widely used by the Emergency 
Services,  MOD and other Specialist applications, 
where long periods of sitting are required. Added 
to this, the positioning of the seats on twinplate 
rails has been worked out in such a way that both 
passenger legroom and load area are maximized.

Versatility 
With the ability to combine two roles, the Duoliner 
crew van opens up a world of possibilities to a wide 
range of businesses and other applications.

• Comfortline Contour 
reclining seats

• Comfortline Contour reclining 
& fold-flat seats

• Flexiline Contour Space-saver 
reclining & tip-up seats

• Lift-up adjustable armrests

• ISOfix

• Side windows

• Trim panels to crew area 
sides & ceiling

• Flooring

• Leather upholstery

• C pillar bulkhead)

• Extra lighting

• Ply-lining to cargo area

• Load ramps

• Load lifts

• Cargo restraint systems

• Storage systems

• Handwash facilities

• Roofracks

• Roof air extractors

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
One, two or three single removable Comfortline seats with 
in-built headrests and 3-point occupant restraints, installed to 
850mm long twinplate rail system behind the front seats.

Trafic 3-6 seat crew van
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* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure

Optional Comfortline Contour reclining seats

Optional Comfortline Contour Access 
reclining & fold flat seats

Optional Flexiline Contour Space-saver 
reclining & tip-up seats



 L1 L2 
A: 4998 5398
B: 3098 3498
C: 1971 1971
D: 1560 1960
E: 1370 1770
F: 920 920
G: 470 470
H: 315 315
I: 420 420
J: 220* 220*
K: 21º 21º
L: 2000 2400

The ultimate solution for  
transporting people & cargo

Trafic 5-6 seat crew van

Design 
By adding in a second row of seats including an integral bulkhead for 
passenger protection, the Duovan concept provides considerable 
benefits to the van operator, providing safe comfortable transport for 
up to six people including the driver, with the added benefit of being 
able to carry a sizeable load of cargo or tools and equipment, thereby 
creating savings in both cost and time.
A range of optional accessories are available as listed to enable you 
to put together a specification to suit your requirements.

Safety 
The extra seating has been carefully designed and tested to comply 
with EU Whole Vehicle Type Approval safety standards and the 
bulkhead tested to ISO 27956 for load shifting protection giving 
peace of mind to the operator.

Comfort 
The high back seat, with it’s contoured foam, deep seat cushion, and 
adjustable headrests, provides a high level of passenger comfort.  
Added to this, the design and positioning of the seat in relation 
to the front seats has been worked out in such a way that both 
passenger legroom and load area are maximized.

Versatility
With the ability to combine two roles, the Duovan opens up a world 
of possibilities to a wide range of businesses and other applications.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
• Lift up seat storage to 

position two and three
• Side windows
• Trim panels to crew area 

sides & ceiling
• Leather upholstery
• Extra lighting
• Ply-lining to cargo area
• Load ramps

• Load lifts
• Cargo restraint systems
• Storage systems
• Handwash facilities
• Roofracks
• Roof air extractors

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
DUOVAN double cabin seat with bulkhead to the second row, 
including: three seat contoured bench, covered in cloth to match the 
front seats, adjustable tilting headrests, 3-point occupant restraints, 
integral moulded bulkhead with central viewing window and 
additional load space under the seat, accessible from the rear.  Anti-
slip vinyl to passenger area floor.

* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure

Program and DimensionsProgram and Dimensions14

Essentia Edition Sportive

Program and Dimensions

15

L1 + L2

SLIDING DOOR

Sliding door right ■ ■ ■

Sliding door left - - -

Sliding door left and right ■ ■ ■

WINDOWS

Factory fitted windows ■ ■ ■

No factory fitted windows ■ ■ ■

OTHER

Co-driver’s seat ■ ■ ■

Co-driver’s bench ■ ■ ■

ROOF HEIGHT

H1 ■ ■ ■

H2 ■ ■ ■

■  Available
-  Not available

Please check above configurations to determine availability.

A B C D* E** F G H I J K L

L1 4998 3098 1971 1590 1500 780 460 255 420 220 19º 2100

L2 5398 3498 1971 1960 1770 920 470 315 420 220 21º 2400

All dimensions are in millimeters
*  Measured at 230 mm height
**  Measured at 750 mm height

Subject to change.                                                                          Dimensions in millimeters.

G :

F :

E :

D :

B :

A : 4998/5398

1971

920

470

1370/1770 (at 750mm height)

1560/1960 (at 230mm height)

Dimensional report

Brand
Type

Conversion
Date

Opel/Vauxhall
Vivaro
DC X82 L1 EU/L2
18-08-2014

For dimensional purposes only. DC design not representative.

H : 315

I : 420C :

3098/3498

J : 220*

K : 21 degrees

L : 2000/2400

* Loading length L available over 1230mm width and height J.

I

G

J

E

D

L

B

A

C
H

F

K
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View though rear doors illustrating bulkhead with underseat storageDuovan three seat bench



Carrying people and cargo 
safely together

Design
By adding in a second row of three single 
removable seats this excellent concept, 
the CoTrim Duoliner, offers considerable 
benefits to the van operator, providing safe 
comfortable transport for up to six people 
including the driver.  While it offers a safe, 
comfortable environment, it’s the Duoliner’s 
flexibility that sets it apart. If required the 
extra passenger seating can be moved or 
removed completely to create a full size cargo 
area. 

Alternatively, the optional Space-saver seats 
as illustrated come standard with folding 
seat bases. These are designed to be tipped 
up when not in use, allowing the seats to 
be moved forwards to create additional 
floor space. This saves the operator having 
to remove seats from the vehicles, thereby 
saving time.  
A range of optional accessories are available 
as listed to enable you to put together a 
specification to suit your requirements.

Safety 
The extra seating has been carefully 
designed and tested to comply with 
EU Whole Vehicle Type Approval safety 
standards giving peace of mind to the 
operator and passengers.
 
Comfort 
These high back seats, with contoured foam 
and deep seat cushions, provide a high level 
of passenger comfort. They are widely used 
by the Emergency Services, MOD and other 
Specialist applications, where long periods 
of sitting are required. Added to this, the 
positioning of the seats on twinplate rails 
has been worked out in such a way that 
both passenger legroom and load area are 
maximized.

Versatility 
With the ability to combine two roles, the 
Duoliner crew van opens up a world of 
possibilities to a wide range of businesses 
and other applications.

• Comfortline Contour 
reclining seats

• Comfortline Contour reclining 
& fold-flat seats

• Flexiline Contour Space-saver 
reclining & tip-up seats

• Lift-up adjustable armrests

• ISOfix

• Side windows

• Trim panels to crew area 
sides & ceiling

• Flooring

• Leather upholstery

• C pillar bulkhead

• Extra lighting

• Ply-lining to cargo area

• Load ramps

• Load lifts

• Cargo restraint systems

• Storage systems

• Handwash facilities

• Roofracks

• Roof air extractors

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

* Further options available - please enquire

** For complete vehicle specification please refer 
to Renault Vans brochure

Duoliner Classic Comfortline seats with optional armrests

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
One, two or three single removable Comfortline seats with in-built 
headrests and 3-point occupant restraints, installed to 850mm 
long twinplate rail system behind the front seats.

Optional plywood lining to the cargo area sides, doors & wheelarches

Master 3-6 seat crew van

Optional Comfortline Contour Access 
reclining & fold flat seats

Optional Flexiline Contour Space-saver 
reclining & tip-up seats

Optional Comfortline Contour reclining seats
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D O U B L E  C A B I N  R E N A U L T  M A S T E R  

Measurements in millimeters 
*     The original load length remains available over a  
       maximum width of 1230 mm and a height of 160 mm.  
       For RWD the height is 60 mm. 
**    Measured against the rigid co-drivers bench 
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SNOEKS AUTOMOTIVE B.V. RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS AND MAKE 
MODIFICATIONS TO THIS PRODUCT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE AT ANY TIME. NO RIGHTS CAN BE 
DERIVED FROM THIS PUBLICATION.  

Snoeks Automotive B.V. 
Haverstraat 19 

2153 GB Nieuw-Vennep 
The Netherlands
Tel.  +31 252 629 529 

Fax  + 31 252 629 550 
info@snoeksautomotive.com 
www.snoeksautomotive.com 

                    PARTITION WALL Material  ABS               ■                             ■ 
Luxury designed wall with window               ■                             ■

Benchcover with pocket              ■                             ■
Extended loadspace underneath the seatbench              ■                             ■

Pocket in partition wall, right side              ■                             ■
Logo cover Renault on load side              ■                             ■ 

  
                       SEAT BENCH Three seat bench with 3x3-point safety belts               ■                             ■ 

Adjustable and tilting headrests               ■                             ■ 
Cushionset original trim               ■                             ■ 

Cushionset vinyl, leather or different trim               o                              o 
Adjustable and integrated armrests (2 stuks)               o                              o 

Four seat bench               o                              o 
  

                    FLOOR Step-in cover plastic               ■                             ■ 
Rubber floor cover 2nd seatrow               ■                             ■ 

Carpet 2nd seatrow                                ■ 
  

                    SIDE COVER Original factory lower left side trim               ■                              
Original factory upper left side trim H2               ■                              
Original factory right sliding door trim               ■                              

Tooled side trim left with storage pockets, cup holder en 12V socket                                              ■ 
Tooled side trim sliding door                                               ■ 

  
                    HEAD LINING Headlining of gray MDF               ■                             

Finishing cover for the front ceiling ABS                                              ■ 
Headlining of ABS, finished with cloth and three LED reading lamps                                              ■ 

  
                    OPTIONS Window left and/or right               o                              o 

Two sliding doors               o                              o 
  

Comfort  

Version May 2010 

Base vehicle is a L2H2, L3H2 FWD or L3H2, L4H2 RWD, without bulkhead. 

Other variants available soon, please ask for the possibilities. 

 

Luxury 

 FWD RWD 
 L2H2 L3H2 L3H2 L4H2 

     
A: 3682 4332 3682 4332 
B: 2050 2700 2700 3350 
C: 2180 2830 2830 3480 
D:* 400 400 300 300 
E:** 360 360 360 360 
F: 440 440 440 440 
G:** 870 870 870 870 
H: 22° 22° 22° 22° 

 L2H2 L3H2 L3H2 L4H2
A: 3682 4332 3682 4332
B: 2050 2700 2700 3350
C: 2180 2830 2830 3480
D:* 400 400 300 300
E:** 360 360 360 360
F: 440 440 440 440
G:** 870 870 870 870
H: 22° 22° 22° 22°

 Measurements in millimetres
* The original load length remains available over a 

maximum width of 1230 mm and a height of 160 mm.
 For RWD the height is 60 mm.
** Measured against the rigid co-drivers bench

Crew and cargo - the 
ultimate solution

Master 5-7 seat crew van

Design 
By adding in a second row of seats including an integral bulkhead for 
passenger protection, the Duovan concept provides considerable 
benefits to the van operator, providing safe comfortable transport 
for up to seven people including the driver, with the added benefit of 
being able to carry a sizeable load of cargo or tools and equipment, 
thereby creating savings in both cost and time.
A range of optional accessories are available as listed to enable you 
to put together a specification to suit your requirements.

Safety 
The extra seating has been carefully designed and tested to comply 
with EU Whole Vehicle Type Approval safety standards and the 
bulkhead tested to ISO 27956 for load shifting protection, giving 
peace of mind to the operator.

Comfort 
The high back seat, with it’s contoured foam, deep seat cushion, and 
adjustable headrests, provides a high level of passenger comfort.  
Added to this, the design and positioning of the seat in relation 
to the front seats has been worked out in such a way that both 
passenger legroom and load area are maximized.

Versatility
With the ability to combine two roles, the Duovan opens up a world 
of possibilities to a wide range of businesses and other applications.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
DUOVAN double cabin seat with bulkhead to the second row, 
including: three seat contoured bench, covered in cloth to match the 
front seats, adjustable tilting headrests, 3-point occupant restraints, 
integral moulded bulkhead with central viewing window, storage 
pocket in front of bench cover and additional load space under the 
seat, accessible from the rear. Anti-slip rubber flooring, luxury plastic 
moulded stepwell cover and grey hardboard trim panel to ceiling in 
the passenger area.

• Three seat bench with two centre 
armrests in lieu of three seat 
bench

• Four seat bench in lieu of three 
seat bench

• Side windows
• Trim panels to crew area 

sides & ceiling
• Leather upholstery
• Extra lighting

• Ply-lining to cargo area
• Load ramps
• Load lifts
• Cargo restraint systems
• Storage systems
• Handwash facilities
• Roofracks
• Roof air extractors

Duovan standard three seat bench

Optional Duovan four seat bench

Optional plywood lining to the cargo area sides, doors & wheelarches

* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure
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Providing flexible multi-seat 
crew & cargo facilities

Design
By adding in two additional rows of six 
Comfortline removable seats, this excellent 
concept, the CoTrim Flexiliner, offers 
considerable benefits to the van operator, 
providing safe comfortable transport for up 
to nine people including the driver.  While it 
offers a safe, comfortable environment, it’s 
the Flexiliner’s versatility that sets it apart. If 
required some or all of the extra passenger 
seating can be moved or removed completely 
to create extra load space. 
Alternatively, the optional Comfortline Contour 
seat with its reclining backrest provides that 
added touch of comfort if required, while the 
Flexiline Space-saver reclining seats come 
standard with folding seat bases. These are 
designed to be tipped up when not in use, 
allowing the seats to be moved forwards 
to create additional floor space. This saves 
the operator having to remove seats from 
the vehicles, thereby saving time. A range of 
optional accessories are available to enable 
you to put together a specification to suit your 
requirements.
 
Safety 
The extra seating has been carefully designed 
and tested to comply with EU Whole Vehicle 
Type Approval safety standards giving peace of 
mind to the operator and passengers. 
 
Comfort  
These high back seats, with contoured foam 
and deep seat cushions, provide a high level 
of passenger comfort. They are widely used 
by the Emergency Services, MOD and other 
specialist applications, where long periods 
of sitting are required. Added to this, the 
positioning of the seats on twinplate rails 
has been worked out in such a way that 
both passenger legroom and load area are 
maximized.
 
Versatility 
With the ability to combine two roles, the 
Flexiliner crew van opens up a world of 
possibilities to a wide variety of applications.

Master 7-9 seat crew van

Rear view illustrating hi-visibility grab handle 
to nearside access, chapter 8 chevrons and 
LED roof mounted warning lamps.

Classic Comfortline seats in optional hard wearing black vinyl trim Cargo area - illustrating optional tool cage & fuel can storage 

STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION
• Two rows of three single removable Comfortline seats in matching 

trim, with in-built headrests and 3-point occupant restraints, 
installed to 1450mm long twinplate rail system behind the front 
seats.

• 18mm plywood bulkhead to the rear of crew seats/sliding door.
• Anti-slip vinyl to crew area floor.
• Grey panel beneath offside window, to match sliding door.
• Two windows, to the nearside saloon door and opposite panel.
• Plyline cargo area sides, doors and arches.

• Comfortline Contour 
reclining seats

• Flexiline Contour Space-
saver reclining & tip-up 
seats

• Lift-up adjustable armrests
• Soft trim to crew area side 

panels, bulkhead and ceiling
• Internal/external lighting

• Side and rear steps
• Tow hitch
• Livery
• Tool cage
• Fuel storage
• CCTV
• Table

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Illustrating 9 seats with bulkhead, optional tool 
cage and fuel storage to cargo area 
Note: Single front cab passenger seat is an 
option from Renault.

Illustrating 9 seats (conference style) with table, 
bulkhead, optional tool cage and fuel storage 
to cargo area 
Note: Single front cab passenger seat is an 
option from Renault.

COTRIM FLEXILINER 
SEATING LAYOUTS
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* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure
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(for illustration purposes only, 
not to scale).
Note: Single front cab passenger seat 
is an option from Renault.

CoTrim Flexiliner seating 
and wheelchair layouts

Rear view illustrating the Accessline 
inboard lift stowed.

Rear view illustrating the 
Accessline inboard lift deployed.

Total 6 seats - 2 wheelchair

Master 6-9 seat wheelchair accessible minibus
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Side view illustrating the removable passenger seats plus interior lining, grab handle and underfloor access step

   STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION

   OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure

• Underfloor step to nearside passenger 
access door

• Grab rail to nearside C pillar
• Comfortline Contour reclining seats 

• Flexiline Contour Space-saver reclining 
& tip-up seats

• Under-seat swivel for Flexiline seat
• Lift-up adjustable armrests
• Leather upholstery

Illustrated here on the Renault Master MWB Medium Roof window van the Flexiliner wheelchair 
accessible people carrier provides considerable benefits to the vehicle operator.  The powered  wheelchair 
access lift, combined with the medium roof design, enable carers to load and unload wheelchairs with 
ease.  In addition, up to six single carer seats can be provided in the rear passenger compartment,  with 
quick release fixings to enable sufficient seats to be removed to carry wheelchairs, and two or three seats 
in the front (including driver) depending on whether a single or dual passenger seat is specified.  

A range of optional accessories are also available below to enable you to tailor the vehicle to suit 
your requirements. 

• Twinplate safety floor rail system to the 
passenger compartment finished with 
anti-slip vinyl (or carpet) and up to six single 
removable Comfortline seats trimmed to 
match the front seats.

• Two wheelchair and occupant restraint 
systems in tandem to the nearside passenger 
compartment, with storage container.

• Electro-hydraulic inboard or underfloor 
wheelchair lift to the rear access.

• LED courtesy light to saloon ceiling.
• LED lamp to rear wheelchair access area.
• Hi-visibility grab handle to nearside 

passenger door.
• First aid kit, fire extinguisher and legal 

lettering.



Renault Master LWB Medium Roof 15 Seat Minibus

  STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION

Renault Master Multiliner 15 Seat Minibus

CoTrim’s new Multiliner 15 Seat Minibus conversion is illustrated here on the Renault 
Master Business LM35 (LWB Medium Roof model). With a GVW of 3500kgs, this 
vehicle can be driven on a Category B Driving Licence, (subject to age, insurance, your 
company policy and with limitations such as ‘not to be used for hire or reward’ unless 
by driver with Category D Licence).

Side view illustrating the 
Multi-Rail safety floor and 
seat system plus interior 
lining, step and grab rails.

Rear view illustrating 
the Multi-Rail safety 
floor and seat system.

• Multi-Rail safety floor system 
with twelve passenger seats to the saloon.

• LED strip to nearside saloon and rear 
saloon access.

• LED ceiling lights in addition to existing 
courtesy lights.

• ABS covers to rear wheelarches.

• Interior trim to lower sides and 
medium roof ceiling.

• Underfloor side step and grab 
rails to nearside saloon access.

• Emergency roof hatch.
• First aid kit, fire extinguishers and  

legal lettering.
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(for illustration purposes only, 
not to scale).
Note: Single front cab passenger seat 
is an option from Renault.

CoTrim Multiliner 15 seat 
minibus layout

* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure



Master 6-9 seat wheelchair accessible minibus

Rear view illustrating the Accessline inboard lift stowed.

Side view illustrating the Multi-Rail safety floor and seat system plus interior lining, step and grab rails.

Rear view illustrating all passenger seats in situ.

Total 7 seats - 1 wheelchair

Total 9 seats - no wheelchairs

Total 4 seats - 3 wheelchairs

18 – 19

Illustrated here on the Renault Master MWB Medium Roof window van the Multiliner wheelchair 
accessible people carrier provides considerable benefits to the vehicle operator.  The powered 
wheelchair access lift,  enables carers to load and unload occupied wheelchairs with ease.  
In addition, up to six single carers seats are provided in the rear passenger compartment, with 
up to three seats in the front (including driver) depending on whether a single or dual passenger 
seat is specified.  

A range of optional accessories are also available below to enable you to tailor the vehicle 
to suit your requirements. 

• Underfloor step to nearside passenger 
access door

• Grab rail to nearside C pillar

• Lift-up adjustable armrests
• Leather upholstery

• Multi-Rail safety floor system finished with anti-
slip vinyl (or carpet) full length of saloon, with up 
to six single removable seats trimmed to match 
the cab seats.

• Up to three wheelchair and occupant restraint 
systems with storage container for clamps.

• Electro-hydraulic inboard or underfloor 

wheelchair lift to the rear access.
• LED courtesy light to saloon ceiling.
• LED lamp to rear wheelchair access area.
• Hi-visibility grab handle to nearside 

passenger door.
• First aid kit, fire extinguisher and legal lettering.

  STANDARD CONVERSION SPECIFICATION

   OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

(for illustration purposes only, 
not to scale).
Note: Single front cab passenger seat 
is an option from Renault.

CoTrim Multiliner seating 
and wheelchair layouts

* Further options available - please enquire
** For complete vehicle specification please refer to Renault Vans brochure



For more information about the CoTrim range of conversions & accessories 
T. 01722 324524 F. 01722 343888 sales@cotrim.co.uk www.cotrim.co.uk

Gloucester House, Newton Road, Churchfields Ind. Estate, Salisbury, Wiltshire. SP2 7QA
Please Note: Changes may have been made to products illustrated in this brochure since going to press in September 2016

CoTrim Conversions to 
Renault Commercial Vehicles


